2020-2021 Carrot River Minor Hockey Radio Auction
(Date unknown) 7pm-12am
The Hockey Auction is the largest fundraiser Minor Hockey runs each year. Without the auction we
would not be able to operate without astronomical registration fees.
CRMH requires each family to sign up for auction duties
before your child’s registration will be accepted.
The following are the duties that need to be filled.
We will do our best to accommodate your wishes but keep in mind that may not be possible.
Please note if you register more than one child in Minor Hockey
you may end up with more than one shift.
Thank you for your assistance with the auction, without your help it would not be possible!
For parents who are unfamiliar with what is involved in each position
please see the back of the page for a description.

Number 1, 2 AND 3 on three of the below positions with 1 being the most desired job:

Name:_________________________ # of players registered with CRMHA ______

AUCTION SET UP:
_____
(Friday November 1st -- 4 pm)
CANVASSER:

_____

PHONE SHIFT:

_____

RADIO ANNOUNCER:

_____

RUNNER SHIFT:

_____

BOOTH SHIFT:

_____

BAR SHIFT

_____

RECEIPTS:

_____

AUCTION CLEAN UP: _____
(Saturday November 2nd -- Midnight-1 am)

Canvasser: will receive a liss of about 7-8 businesses to approach who typically donate to the auction
each year. You will be responsible for picking up the items and getting them to the drop off location.
You will receive you packages in Sept and will have a couple weeks to complete them

Phone: will answer the auction call in line for a shift of approx. 2 hours during the auction. You will
record the bidders names and amounts. There will be 2 other people on phones at the same time as you

Radio Announcer: will work with CJVR on air to advertise our auction list

Runner: will take the papers that the bids are recorded on and put them up on our boards for the bids to
be displayed. Shifts are approx. 2 hours long

Booth: will be in the booth for an approx. 1.5 hour shift

Bar: will work with another person in the bar for an approx. 1.5 shift

Receipts: will work at the receipt table for a 2.5 hour shift along with 3 other people filling out receipts
for people who have successfully bid on an auction item

Auction Set Up: the day prior to the auction will help move items from the drop off location to the rink
and set up items for viewing. Prepare the rink for the evening. It usually takes about 2 hours

Auction Clean Up: as soon as bidding is finished we start to clean up. That involves moving chairs, tables
and bleachers back into place. We carry out any leftover alcohol, take out the garbage etc. Takes about
an hour normally.

